1st Bagshot Summer 2015 Newsletter
Scouts in Space!
Over the past term the Scouts have been busy working
towards their Astronomer Badge. A number of evenings
have been spent investigating the different planets, finding
out how to use a star wheel and recognise constellations,
learning how the moon affects the tides and making a
pinhole camera to view the (somewhat disappointing!)
solar eclipse. We also visited the Science Museum in
London to look at their space exhibition. This was a
fantastic trip where both the Scouts and leaders learnt a lot
about our solar system and space travel. We saw the
original Apollo 10 Command Module (used as a “dress
rehearsal” for the Apollo 11 moon landing), found out
about the different uses of satellites, watched a live
interactive show about rockets where a homemade
hydrogen rocket was launched (made out of a Pringles
tube!), looked at how astronauts survive in space,
experienced the “Hidden Universe” in the IMAX cinema
and were even able to see a real piece of moon rock! A
brilliant day out was had by all. 11/12 of the people who
first went to the moon were Scouts, so who knows, maybe
one of 1st Bagshot will make it into space one day?!

Scouts ready to watch The Hidden Universe in the IMAX
cinema

Hello from Space Scout Lee.
Hello, my name is Lee Fleming and I
am an Assistant Scout Leader (ASL)
at 1st Bagshot. I’ve been in the role
for just over six months so perhaps
it’s about time you got to know a little
more about who I am. I have,
therefore, been given the challenge
of writing about me, a subject I know
well and one I love to talk about. I’ll
give you some random anecdotes,
why I got into Scouting and my
experience so far.

Photo of James, Harriet, Marcus D, Sophie, Owen,
Christopher, Lee, Jack, Marek, Greg, Marcus C, Sami and
Harry at the Science Museum

A little about me…..
From a very young age I’ve enjoyed being creative and
creating things with my hands. Despite being encouraged
to make what would be deemed safe projects, such as bird
boxes or wooden pencil cases, I was more interested in
making bows and arrows, and catapults. This
mischievousness and a sense of adventure led to some
interesting escapades when growing up. For instance, I
managed to fire an arrow into a moving lawn mower causing
irreparable damage. Also, I used to set booby traps about
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the house for unsuspecting family members. Thankfully
nobody got hurt, I learnt very quickly that this was not
acceptable and turned my attention to more productive
projects (bird boxes and wooden pencil cases).
Why I got into Scouting…
I really want to do something worthwhile and rewarding. I
know it sounds cliché but I want to give something back to
society. I thought back to my time growing up and who
influenced my life most. I remember with fondness my
experiences as a Beaver and then a Cub, and how I was
able to channel all my energy into something fun and
meaningful. It was at Cubs that I learnt skills that I still use
today; I can sew, knit, polish my shoes, turn my hand to
most DIY jobs, and so much more. Furthermore, because
I’ve always engaged well with young people the thought of
combining mentoring while participating in fun activities
meant that Scouting was attractive option.
My experience so far…
It’s difficult to put into words just how good my experience
has been so far. But if I had to sum it up I’d
quote Emmet Brickowoski, “everything is
awesome.” I have been blown away with how
welcoming everyone has been and I feel part
of the Scouting community. My highlights so far have been,
learning dodge ball (I know, where have I been, right?) and
the visit to the Science Museum where we got to watch the
Hidden Universe at the Imax. I’m really looking forward to
my first camp trip and the warmer weather with 1st Bagshot.
My only regret is that I didn’t start sooner.

Welcome to other
new leaders
We’d also like to extend a warm
welcome two more new leaders
who have joined since our last
newsletter, Neil Webber, who is
one of the leaders for the Beaver
Section and Gill Staunton who is
helping lead the Cub Section.

Training opportunities
1st Bagshot Scouts has opportunities for people interested
in being trained to become leaders or specialist instructors,
and are able to offer the support of some very experienced
leaders. We are a really successful group but see even
more opportunities ahead so come and join the team!
If you're interested in being involved, even just for a short
period of time, please contact Stefan Nahajski (Email:
chair@bagshotscouts.org.uk / Mobile: 07768 305060)

More information about the group and its activities can be
found on our website www.bagshotscouts.org.uk

AGM Annual General Meeting - come
and join us!
The 1st Bagshot Scout Group AGM will take place on
Tuesday the 12th of May at 19.30 in the Foresters Pub on
the London Road. As you may be aware the group is
managed by an Executive Committee which plays a vital
role in the running of the Group; making key decisions,
carrying out administrative tasks, organising social events
and fundraising; all to ensure that the best quality
Scouting can be delivered to the young people in the
Group. At the AGM all the key roles within the group will
be nominated with the exception of the role of the chair,
these include Group Secretary, Group Treasurer and
Membership Secretary as well as other committee
member positions. Following the formal part of the
proceedings, which only last 30 minutes, there will be a
game of skittles - everyone is welcome so please come
along and get involved with your group!

Cubs and of the Worlds
We decided it would be fun to
theme a few evenings around the
classic early Sci-Fi book by HG
Wells which was set locally in
Horsell near Woking. Many of the
Cubs did not know the story, so we
started the first evening with a slide
show presentation of a comic book
adaptation where the Cubs took
turns to voice the characters.
In the story, the alien invaders from Mars arrive in rocket
ships and then travel on Earth using giant three legged
walkers called Tripods.
The Cubs were challenged with building models of Tripods
using recyclable junk brought from home. We had five
very imaginative models created as you can see.

The final night took us on an expedition in Woking and
Horsell to visit the scene of all the action. We met near
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Woking centre and walked into town to visit the statue of
the Tripod. We then progressed to Horsell Common to
see where the rockets landed at the start of the book,
stopping to look at the mural in the Subway under the main
road. The excursion finished at the Horsell Cricketers,
from where the Cubs went home with their parents while
the Leaders stayed to celebrate the end of another term of
Cub Scouting in Bagshot.

The Easter bunny decided to set our Beavers a challenge
and rather than hiding
eggs in Bagshot, he went
further afield and hid them
all over the field of Heather
Ridge primary school in
Frimley. Therefore
Bagshot beavers teamed
up with our friends at 4th
Frimley and set off in
pursuit of this roving bunny
managing to collect lots of
eggs from across the field, each containing letters which
spelled out the password for the chocolate reward. To use
up any remaining energy we followed on with some relay
races before heading back to 4th Frimley's HQ to decorate
Easter baskets and collect our chocolate rewards.

Revised Programmes for 2015
Beavers Bath Bombs and Bunnies!
Back in December the Beavers
were lucky enough to have
Caroline Atkins from Caroline’s
Creations visit and help them
make bath bombs as Christmas
presents for all the mums. This
involved mixing together
different powder components
and choosing their favourite
smells from different Christmas
themed scents, including
Christmas spice and
frankincense.. After the scent
was added each beaver then had to slowly add sprays of
water to the powder mix and using their hands mash it all
together until they could make balls which didn't fall
apart. Caroline gave them little paper cases to make bath
bomb cakes, which they decorated with dried flowers for
that extra touch! I hope all the mums enjoyed their gifts on
Christmas morning and also relished the fact that for once
their sons came home from Beavers sweet smelling, rather
than covered in paint, mud or any of the other more scoutlike fragrances!

Starting in 2010, the Scout Association conducted an
extensive consultation exercise involving over 12,000
youth and adult members in order to find out what should
be included in an updated Programme for Beavers, Cubs,
Scouts and Explorers. Using these results they have
refreshed the Programme to ensure that what is being
provided reflects the needs of today’s young people and
the communities in which they live. From September
2015, all sections are expected to use the revised version
of the Programme, resources and publications.
The revised Programme for all sections is based around
three main themes: Outdoor and Adventure, World and
Skills. In each section a range of badges and awards are
there to support all aspects of Scouting, incorporating the
aforementioned themes alongside leadership, teamwork
and personal development.
To coincide with the launch of the revised Programme the
Scout Association has also refreshed the five section
brands so that they are now more clearly part of a single
family:
These changes are part of the transition to Vision 2018, in
which it is aimed that Scouting will be shaped by young
people in partnership with adults. Youth involvement will
therefore become more embedded within the Programme.
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So what does this mean for 1st Bagshot?
New style Challenge Awards: Beavers, Cubs and Scouts
will still be able to achieve their Bronze, Silver and Gold
Chief Scout’s Awards but to do so they will work towards
Challenge Awards with new requirements and achieve a
number of activity badges, all of which will incorporate the
three main themes. The style of the badges has changed
too:

majority said how much they love going outdoors!
Therefore, 50% of the revised Programme will now be
outdoor and adventure focused!
More information about the revised Programme can be
found at: http://prepared.scouts.org.uk
The new resources and publications can be found on the
Scout Shop website:
http://shop.scouts.org.uk
Please be aware that there will be a transition period but if
you have any questions, please ask your Section leader.
A big thank you to Sophie Lamb for putting this article
together as it is great to have a better understanding of
how the badges are awarded.

Beaver Teamwork Challenge Award

Cub Our Skills
Challenge Award

Awards
Chief Scout Bronze Awards Congratulations to Charlie
Bristow, Lewis Parker, Autumn Hedley, Jamie Baigent,
Elliot Croxton, Alex Wood and Matthew Hill who all have
received the Bronze Chief Scout Award since the last
newsletter.

Scout Expedition Challenge Award
Chief Scout’s
Gold Award
New Activity Badges: Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and
Explorers will have the opportunity to work towards some
exciting new activity badges including Air and Sea
Navigation, Camp Crafts and Environmental Conservation.
There are also a number of new staged activity badges
that all sections can work towards. These include Digital
Citizen, Digital Maker and Air Activities.
New publications and resources: Beavers have a new
handbook called “Adventure All The Way!” in which they
discover their Promise, the sort of activities they will try
and the games they will play with five new Beaver Scout
characters. Cubs and Scouts have both an Activity Log
containing information about their section, Scouting
traditions and the history of Scouting with space to record
badge achievements, as well as three different Pocket
Books covering a range of activity ideas and useful
Scouting skills. Each section also has a “Badges and
Awards and How to Earn Them” book.

Alex Wood and Matthew Hill received their Bronze Chief
Scout Awards at Easter.

This is the highest
award available in the
Beaver Section and is
gained by competing
the following challenges
– creative, fitness, global, outdoor and promise.

More adventure: The Scout Association found that of the
12,000 volunteers and young people they consulted, the
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Chief Scout Silver Awards
Congratulations to Alfie Rankin who has been awarded his
Silver Chief Scout Award.
This is the highest award available in the Cub Section and
is gained by completing the following challenges –
creative, fitness, , global, outdoor and promise.
When asking Alfie about the things he most enjoyed about
earning his Silver Award he said, ‘The best thing about
cubs are the games we play and places we go - I loved the
caving at cub camp! ‘
Alfie is has now moved up to the Scout Section.

After Saturday
breakfast and
clearing up, we all
played Mr
Spongee. This is
a wide game
where each adult
had one colour of
face paint and/or

face wipes. The aim was to get a stripe of every colour on
your face but if you came across an adult with the face
wipe – you had to start again! It was brilliant fun and
impressive to see how fast the adults can run especially
before 9am!
Chief Scout Gold Awards - there will be lots of these next
term!

BUB CampOver at Walton Firs
What a weekend! The 1st Bagshot ‘s annual Beaver
Sleepover and Cub Camp (BUB CampOver) joined up for
a brilliant weekend ram packed with activities at Walton
Firs Activity Centre.
Friday night kicked off with everyone pitching tents, a
treasure hunt (with the stamps being very well hidden by

Izzie Cox) before cocoa and songs around the campfire.

Caving was the main morning activity and proved to be one
of the most popular. This is a great facility that Walton Firs
offers
and
consists
of
a
manmade
cave
system with many
different tunnels.
Torches
were
essential as it was
pitch black inside.
Despite this, all
the Beavers and
Cubs really enjoyed it. Autumn (Cub, age 8) summarised it
brilliantly – ‘ I thought it would be frightening but once I
started it, it was awesome! I loved the twisting pathways
and cool cave paintings.’
The Beavers worked on their Camping Activity badge which
included fire lighting. The Cubs made their own first aid
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pouch and learnt how to use the constituents for their first
aid badge. Fully prepared, they went on to learn how to use
knives properly.
Beavers moving up to Cubs took part
in a new ceremony. They left the
Beavers whacking their tails to join
the howling Wolf Cubs.
‘The idea of the joint camp was to
help make the transition from
Beavers to Cubs less daunting as the
kids get to know the older kids and
Cub leaders’ said Fraser Sampson,
Cub Assistant Leader. All the kids
mixed really well and it was not just
the younger ones who appreciated it. Campbell O’Leary
(10 year old Cub) said ‘I enjoyed getting to know the
Beavers.’
Niel Webber was also initiated as Assistant Scout Leader.
When asked what he thought of his first camp with 1st
Bagshot ‘It’s been great. Everyone had fun. Become a
Leader and you get to do all the good bits in Scouting and
one of them is camping’

The climbing wall was the main activity for the Cubs in the
afternoon with everyone getting harnessed up and giving
the walls a good go. The instructors challenge of ringing
two bells at the top of two different routes were reached by
Matthew Hill and Campbell O’Leary

Mixed groups of Beavers and Cubs then made large
catapults to launch water balloons before making their
‘pizzas’ to cook on the fire.

The Beavers were asked what their favourite activity was.
Elliot summed it up well; ‘My favourite activing was caving
as I liked going in small holes but I also loved the fire
lighting’
Thirty 6-10 year olds boys and girls fire lighting, cooking
marsh mellows on the fire, caving, catapulting water
balloon and fifteen going on to do climbing and knife skills
needs adult supervision and the more adults to help the
more fun it is. This weekend was organised by Beaver
Leader Kate Cox and Cub Leader Andy Woodward so a
big THANK YOU to them and the other adults involved. .
The Beaver activities were run by Jason Spencer, Neal
Webber and Kate Cox. Cub activities run by Andy
Woodward and Fraser Spencer. Ian Hill was responsible
for the fire and Elly Rankin (me) helped with activities and
took photos ready to write this article! Apart from Andy
and Fraser, the rest of us had our children at the camp. It
really is wonderful listen to the kids bubble with excitement
and help individuals overcome their fears. Adult helpers
are always welcome. As Jason Spencer, Assistant Cub
Leader puts it ‘ It’s been good fun. Great to see the older
and younger kids mixing. If you ever fancied helping out,
just do it as it is a great opportunity to have fun with your
kids’

.
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1st Bagshot Leaders and Summer
Programmes
Now we are in to a new term it is an ideal opportunity to
introduce all the leaders and the reasoning behind the
activities planned we have planned for the next few
months.
Firstly our Leaders. This dedicated team of people, make
time to run their sections, entirely on a voluntary basis,
giving all the kids chances to try things they would not
otherwise get to do.
Spencer Watson is in charge of overall Scouting at 1st
Bagshot Scouts with Andy Woodward supporting him.
The Beaver Section (aged 6-8 years old), is led by Kate
Cox (Beaver Section Leader), with the help of Jason
Spencer and Neil Webber. Due to the age of the children,
it is essential to also have parents help, which is why there
has always been a parent rota. The Beavers also have the
following helpers as part of their Duke of Edinburgh
Award’s Community work - Jack Westwood, Julian
Woodward and Robyn Bullimore.
The Cub Section (aged 8-10) is led by Andy Woodward
(Cub Section Leader), and he is assisted by Gill Staunton,
Fraser Sampson and Chloe Sampson (Young Leader).

For the Scout Section (10-14 year olds), this is run by
Steve Lamb (Scout Section Leader) and he is assisted by
his daughter Sophie Lamb and Lee Fleming
When a Scout reaches 14 years of age they may become
an Explorer Scout. Anyone aged 14 to 18 can join The
Scout Association as an Explorer Scout provided that they
understand and want to make the Scout Promise.
In Surrey Heath District, Explorers is run as a District Unit
with sub-units around the Borough including the one we
“host” in Bagshot. Explorers meet on a Monday from
20:15 – 21:30 at Connaught Junior School.

Left to right: Fraser Sampson, Chloe Sampson, Steve Lamb,
Sophie Lamb, Lisa Brewer (who has now left), Andy Woodward,
Kate Cox, Spencer Watson. Missing Gill Staunton, Neil Webber,
Jason Spencer and Lee Flemming.

This dedicated team of people, make time to run the
groups, entirely on a voluntary basis, giving the kids
chances to try things they would not otherwise get to do.
The programmes are designed to reflect the purpose and
values of Scouting. Scouting exists to actively encourage
and support young people in their personal development,
empowering them to make a positive contribution to
society. Scouts, are guided by the following values
integrity, respect, care, belief and cooperation. For the
Beavers this has resulted in activities from making bath
bombs to finding the Easter bunny.
The Scouts will be working towards their Naturalist badge
this term, in addition to having a focus on more traditional
Scouting and survival skills so will be doing things like
shelter building, knife skills, firelighting and backwoods
cooking. We will be incorporating a lot of this into our
summer camp so look out for the Summer Scout Camp
(date coming soon).
The Explorer unit plan their own activities which range
from ‘Making Music’ to supporting the Scout Hike.
We hope the Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and Explorers have a
fantastic Summer term and enjoy the activities. Look
forward to hearing all about them in the next newsletter (all
articles, feedback welcome!)
We are limited by numbers, and have long waiting lists,
due to the number of adult volunteers, so if you fancy
some everyday adventure and challenge and want to
make a positve impact on your local community, come and
join this experienced team.

.
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It’s behind you! What a Unicorn!?
1st

In December, 100
Bagshot Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and
Explorer (including their families) had a fantastic night at
the Pantomine of Aladdin which was held at the Victoria
Theatre, Woking. It was a brilliant fun night with lots of the
traditional audience participation; one of the most bizarre
being the Unicorn suggestion from 1st Bagshot for which
animal should come next in Old MacDonald had a Farm!
Thanks again to Kate Cox, the Beaver Section Leader for
organising it!

The appeal raised £40million and it was good to know that
we were part of that. Thank you to everyone for your time
and generosity.

On Sunday 9th November 2014, Remembrance Sunday,
over sixty Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and Explorers, from 1st
Bagshot Scouts, joined their families, the Guides and
congregation at a packed St Anne’s church for a service of
remembrance.

2014 Remembrance Sunday - A Very
Special Year
2014 marked 100 years since the First World War started,
and 70 years since D Day, so last year’s Remembrance
Sunday on the 9th November 2014 was particularly
important.
Over 20 members of 1st
Bagshot Scout Group sold
poppies on behalf of the
Royal British Legion Poppy
Appeal in Bagshot centre on
Saturday 8th November.
Making a positive impact in
our communities and
preparing young people to be
active citizens are important
aspects of Scouting. Many
people in Bagshot have close
links to the armed services
due to the close location of
many military establishments,
and people were incredibly generous.
Thanks to the Co-operative, the Village Café and the Post
Office for allowing us to collect outside their premises.
Extra thanks to the Village Café for the hot drinks and the
Post Office for the sweets that kept the younger and older
members going!

Photos of the ceremony have been compiled and can be
seen on the website in a short film. Please go to 1st
Bagshot Scout Group website to see for yourself.
The new minister Rev Andreas Sistig led the service
starting the sermon with a quote from JR Tolkein and
ending with a message that he hoped that the children
‘found meaning and purpose in your lives’ and that the
Scouts and Guides helped with this.
The most moving part of the service was at 11am outside
the church by the War Memorial. Edward (Eddie)
Dowding, a World War II veteran from Bagshot, read a list
of 42 names of those local people who were killed during
First and Second World Wars. Eddie said ‘In many ways,
it gets harder every year particularly when I come to the
five school friends who died while serving as aircraft
gunners’.
When Alfie Rankin (Cub age 10) was asked what he
thought when the names were being read out, he said, ‘I
hope people would talk more and there not be any more
wars’.
It was a moving day but there were also many smiles and
Eddie enjoyed speaking with the children. All in all a
memorable day that marked a special year.
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Family, Fun and Friends – what else do
you need!
Over 80 people from 22 families got together for a great
night of games, fish and chips and the traditional skittles
challenge at the annual 1st Bagshot Family Night on Nov
8th 2014. To get an idea of what went on see the photos
for yourself in a short movie on the Bagshot website
There were nine teams of eight who took part in the
challenge to win the skittle tournament on John Bould’s
skittle alley. The enjoyment was had not only by those
that threw the skittles (often in a rather unique style) but
also those collecting and putting the skittles up! The years
of practise won through and Andy Woodward’s (one of the
1st Bagshot Scouting Leaders) score of 17 saw his team to
victory!
Over the year there have been some great challenges and
activities that the Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and Explorers
have participated in. Some of these were captured in the

photographs which were projected for everyone to enjoy.
The highlight of the evening was the premier of the
Explorers horror movie. To see if for yourself just go to the
1st Bagshot Scout website.
A BIG thank you to all those who helped organise the
event especially the Woodwards, Hills, Liffords and John
Bould. Also THANK YOU to Richard Rankin who put the
movie together.
It was a great night and a lovely opportunity to catch up.
As Jayne Lifford, the secretary of the Exec Committee said
‘It was a great night and it gets better every year. It’s a
good to catch up with old friends and get to know new
people who have joined 1st Bagshot family’.

1st Bagshot Scout Group is 106 Years
Old This Year – One of the Oldest
Groups in Surrey!
In 2009, 1st
Bagshot Scout
Group
celebrated its
100th
Anniversary.
Members of the
group have
been trying to
piece together
our history. We have been fortunate to have the memories
of former Cubs and Boy Scouts to open a small window on
the past activities of 1st Bagshot Scout Group. We are
very grateful to all those who have taken the time to leave
us their memories. Being a member of 1st Bagshot Scout
Group means that our Beavers, Cubs and Scouts are part
of a heritage that goes back to the earliest days of
Scouting.
The group was started just two years after Baden Powell
formed the Boy Scout Association in 1907. We are the
oldest group in Surrey Heath. In May 1913, the Duke of
Connaught, who lived at Bagshot Park, was appointed the
first president of the Scout Association. Hence, the 1st
Bagshot Scout Group was known as Duke of Connaught's
Own. During WWI the Canadian Army had a base in
Bagshot Park and built a Scout Hut near Rapley Lake. The
lake was dug in the 1920's by hand to provide work for
unemployed men and may have been used for boat drill.
During WWII the Scout troop held weekend camps there.
In 1947 a new hut was transferred, possibly from
Camberley, and erected in the copse (the old quarry
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ground) at the top of Waverley Road by the scouts
themselves and they used it for many years.
If you used to be a 1st Bagshot Scout or leader, why not
join our Alumni email list. You can register on the 1st
Bagshot Scout at bagshotscouts.org.
Thanks to the enthusiasm of the leaders, the group still
flourishes today and are always interested in those people
who have some stories and photographs from the past as
it is a great opportunity to share them with the children and
adults who are part of 1st Bagshot Scouts today.

How to join 1st Bagshot….
If you have children who are interested in joining the
group, please go to the website ‘Contact Us’ section and
complete the online form.
Please do be aware that we have long waiting lists for
Beavers and Cubs and a shorter waiting list for Scouts.
Places are allocated from the list using a fair system which
is pretty much, first on, first off. One exception is that
leaders children are prioritised. We are run entirely by
volunteers and have almost as many young people on our
waiting lists as we have people in the group! We need
more parents, grand parents, older brothers and sisters to
volunteer as leaders, both on a weekly basis and as
specialists in adventure. So, talk to us about joining a
fantastic team and jump the queue!

Subs - one of the
lowest in Surrey!
As it is the beginning of a new term,
it is time for subs! Here is some
more information how they compare
to other Scout Groups and what they
are used for.
The good news is that our subs at £29/term are one of the
lowest in Surrey! The subscription that you pay covers the
main fixed expenses like hall hire, and insurance as well as
paying for membership of the Scouting movement. Whilst
these are our fixed costs, it is pleasing to note that our biggest
outlay during the last financial year was on camps and
activities for the children, as it should be!
Extra equipment and capital expenditure projects (such as
replacing our current equipment store) are covered by monies

raised by fund raising activities and donations received (e.g.
GSK, BP, Round Table). If you are able to apply or aware of
any funds that 1st Bagshot Scouts can apply for, please let us
know.
To summarise the process, you will receive an email or
letter for each child in attendance within the first 3 weeks
of each term. Please would you ensure that we have an
up to date email contact so that we can reduce the number
of letters sent out. The subs are just £29 per term per child
and the easiest way to pay is online. Use bank sort Code
20-16-99 and account number 20946745 with the unique
reference code or roll number on the letter as a reference.
Any cheques should be made out to ‘1st Bagshot Scout
Group’ and returned to Non Hill at 5 Chantry Road,
Bagshot, Surrey, GU19 5DB.
As our Scout Group depends on this money to fund the
weekly activities please PAY WITHIN 2 WEEKS of
receiving the email/letter. It is your responsibility to pay
subs, so please ask if you think you’ve not received your
subs letter. If there are any problems paying please
contact subs@bagshotscouts.org.uk to discuss. Thank
you for your support.

Executive Members
The Group Executive Team work to ensure that the team
of Scouting leaders are able to deliver a full, interesting
and safe Programme to the young members. They are
responsible for aspects such as financial matters,
fundraising, safeguarding and the social side of the group.
All members are parents of members or ex-members of
the Group.
Spencer Watson
Group Leader
Stefan Nahajski
Chairman
Adrian Ringrose
Treasurer
Jayne Lifford
Secretary- Jayne steps down in May
2015 if anyone would like to be involved
John Bauld
Quartermaster
Ian Hill
Subscriptions
Elly Rankin
Communications
Lorraine Gunn
Safeguarding
Kate Cox
Beaver Scout Leader
Andy Woodward
Cub Scout Leader
Sophie Lamb
Acting Scout Leader
Steve Lamb
Acting Explorer Scout Leader
As with all such groups, many hands make light work, so
anyone interested in getting involved in any way would be
most welcome.
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Useful Information
Always check the Group website
www.bagshotscouts.org.uk for the most up-to-date info!
Our Website
For general enquiries
Beavers
Cubs
Scouts
Group Scout Leader

www.bagshotscouts.org.uk
info@bagshotscouts.org.uk
beavers@bagshotscouts.org.uk
cubs@bagshotscouts.org.uk
sophie@bagshotscouts.org.uk
gsl@bagshotscouts.org.uk

Articles for the website, newsletter etc to
comms@bagshot.org.uk
Badge Information including requirements and where to
sew them on the uniform can be found under “Members
Area” at www.scouts.org.uk.
Payments: Online is preferred Sort Code 20-16-99
Account number 20946745. Cheques should be made out
to ‘1st Bagshot Scout Group’

Dates for your diary…
1st Bagshot Scouts Annual General Meeting – Tuesday
12th May 8pm. Foresters Arms, Bagshot.
Expedition Challenge - Saturday 30th - Sunday 31st
May.

Scout Summer Camp - TBC (we think it will be 13th 17th August but need to confirm this)
Exec Meeting July 7, 2015 at 8:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Family Camp Friday 18th Sept - Sunday 20th Sept,
Garners Field. Great opportunity for the whole family to
come a join fun weekend.
Family Night Saturday 7th November - This is a great
night of games including skittles designed for the whole
family to attend.(usally in St Anne’s Hall).
Remembrance Sunday Sunday 8th November.
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